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NBK Capital: Global markets continue to 
rise driven by plans to reopen economy

Emerging markets outperformed by a large margin in June

10

KUWAIT: Global markets continued to
build on the rally which started to in mid-
March driven mostly by economic reopen-
ing plans. Emerging markets outperformed
with a large margin during the month as
markets in the United States stumbled in
June as worries about a resurgence of
COVID-19 cases in some states impacted
sentiment. The MSCI AC World Index
advanced by 3.03 percent, narrowing its
year-to-date losses as of mid-year to -7.14
percent, while the MSCI EAFE Index
gained 3.22 percent in June. Emerging
Markets recorded solid gains during the
month with the MSCI EM Index up 6.96
percent bringing its year-to-date losses
down to 10.73 percent.   

Emerging markets outperformed by a
large margin during the month supported
by a robust performance in Asia and South
America. The MSCI EM added 6.96 per-
cent in June and narrowing its loss for the
first half of the year to 10.73 percent. The
MSCI Asia ex-Japan Index, on the other
hand, rallied by 7.87 percent reducing its
loss since the beginning of the year to -5.73
percent. The Shanghai Composite Index
added 4.64 percent, while India’s Nifty 50
and Taiwan’s Stock Exchange Index out-
performed with gains of 7.53 percent and
6.21 percent respectively. Elsewhere,
Turkey’s Borsa Istanbul 100 Index outper-
formed most global indices with a double-
digit gain of 10.43 percent, lifting its year-
to-date performance to positive territory
with a gain of 1.84 percent, after recording

a 30 percent advance in the second quarter.
Russia Stock Exchange Index, on the other
hand, advanced marginally by 0.31 percent. 

The performance of the GCC market
was generally positive with some markets
at par with the performance of emerging
markets and other underperforming. The
best performing for the month were the
markets of the UAE. Dubai’s DFM General
Index added 6.18 percent enhancing its
performance during the second quarter of
16.60 percent, while Abu Dhabi’s ADX
General Index added 3.48 percent for Q2

return of 14.76 percent. Both indices, how-
ever, are still down for the year by 25.3 per-
cent and 15.6 percent respectively. 

Kuwait came in second with the Kuwait
All Share Index adding 2.70 percent in
June, while the blue-chip Premier Market
index advanced 3.37 percent. In Doha, the
Qatar Exchange Index added 1.74 percent,
while Bahrain managed to record a margin-
al gain of 0.63 percent and Oman declined
by -0.81 percent. The performance of the
S&P GCC Index was weighed down by the

underperformance of the Saudi market. The
S&P GCC added 0.94 percent while the
Saudi Tadawul All Share Index advanced
marginally by 0.15 percent. The broader
S&P Pan Arab Index, on the other hand,
was support by a strong performance in
Egypt as the EGX30 managed to add 5.33
percent in June.   

Major US indices turned briefly negative
during the month but managed to close in
the green with modest gains. The S&P 500
closed up 1.84 percent while the Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA) was up 1.69 per-
cent. For the first half of the year, both are
still down with -4.04 percent for the S&P
500 and -9.55 percent for the DJIA. The
NASDAQ Composite, on the other hand,
continued to break new records with a gain
5.99 percent for the month and 12.11 per-
cent as of mid-year. Volatility spiked briefly
around mid-June reaching a high of 44.5
before receding back to the mid-30s levels
by month-end. The treasury market was
also volatile in June; the 10-year rate
climbed from 0.66 percent at the beginning
of the month to a high of 0.96 percent on
June 05 before coming back gradually
down to 0.65 percent by the month-end. 

Economic indicators in the US continue
to show signs of recovery. The ISM
Manufacturing PMI for June surprised on
the upside, climbing to 52.6 from 43.1 in
May compared to expectations of 49.5. The
ISM Manufacturing Employment Index also
recorded a marked improvement, increas-
ing to 42.1 in June from 32.1 for the previous

month. The US economy added 4.8 million
jobs this June up from 2.7 million in May
while the initial jobless claims 4-week aver-
age continued to decline from its April
highs. It recorded 1.50 million for the week
ending June 26 compared to 1.62 for the
week ending June 19. The third estimate of
the US Gross Domestic Product., on the
other hand, confirmed an annualized con-
traction of 5.0 percent during the first
quarter, while the unemployment rate
declined to 11.1 percent in June from 13.3
percent as reopening spurred more hiring. 

Revised estimates of the European
Gross Domestic Product now point to a
contraction of 3.6 percent during the first
quarter of the year up from previous esti-
mates that put the contraction at 3.8 per-
cent. The Euro area Markit Manufacturing

PMI improved to 47.4 in June from 39.4
for the previous month. It was supported
by the Markit Manufacturing PMI in
France which recorded 52.3 in June, com-
pared to 45.2 and 47.5 for Germany and
Italy respectively. In terms of market per-
formance, the Stoxx Europe 600 added
2.85 percent during the month. The market
indices of the two largest European
economies, Germany and France, recorded
a robust performance for the month. The
German DAX added 6.25 percent in June
to the previous month’s 6.68 percent nar-
rowing its first half losses to -7.08 per-
cent. The French CAC450, on the other
hand, gained 5.12 percent compared to
2.17 percent for May. For the first half of
the year, the French index is still 17.43 per-
cent in the red.   

Kuwait comes 
second among
GCC markets

NBK reveals winner 
of KD 250,000 in 
Al-Jawhara draw 
KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait continues to reward
its customers all over the year through a variety of
draws, prizes and offers. In this context, the bank con-
ducted Al-Jawhara quarterly draw and announced
Sawsan Mohammad Wahbi as the winner of the prize
worth KD 250,000, in the presence of a representative
from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, as well as
representatives from NBK.

Al-Jawhara monthly and quarterly draws are super-
vised and audited by Deloitte. Having completed all
postponed draws suspended due to the exceptional cir-
cumstances in the country because of coronavirus pan-
demic by end of June, NBK resumes conducting Al-
Jawhara draws on the regular dates, after obtaining the
approval of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry to
conduct the postponed draws during the past business
closure period, while adhering to all precautionary
health measures.

In the past few weeks, NBK announced the names of
the winners of postponed draws as follows:
• Badriya Khedear Bo Shaaboun, the winner of the KD

125,000 prize of the postponed monthly draw dated
26th May 2020

• Ismail Abdulreda Qasem, the winner of the KD
5,000 prize of the postponed weekly draw dated
12th May 2020

• Yaqoub Mohammad Al-Awadh, the winner of the
KD 5,000 prize of the postponed weekly draw dat-
ed 19th May

• Hadhel Mesri Al-Subaiei, the winner of the KD
5,000 prize of the postponed weekly draw dated
2nd June

• Hooreyah Mohammed Al-Baharnah, the winner of
the KD 5,000 prize of the postponed weekly draw
dated 9th June

• Badoor Salah Al-Hazeem, the winner of the KD
5,000 prize of the postponed weekly draw dated
16th June

• Asrar Jaber Hashem, the winner of the KD 5,000
prize of the postponed weekly draw dated 23rd June

Commenting on resuming Al-Jawhara draws,
Mohammed Al-Othman, General Manager of Consumer
Banking Group, National Bank of Kuwait, said:
“Rewarding our customers is a key pillar in the  unique

banking experience we are
offer them; and the excep-
tional circumstances will not
dissuade us from rewarding
them, but will rather make
us more persistent on exert-
ing extra efforts to give
them more exceptional
rewards that make them feel
special and enable them to
benefit from NBK excel-
lence and leadership.”

Al-Othman added: “Our
strategy in rewarding our

customers is characterized by being tailored to meet
their needs and expectations thanks to our ability to
identify these expectations by continuous communica-
tion with them through various channels, as well as our
excellence in building a huge database over the past
years and having sophisticated analytical tools.”

“The coronavirus pandemic and resulting repercus-
sions proved NBK’s commitment to protect its cus-
tomers rights by giving them the chance to enter all the
postponed draws as well as extending the validity of
NBK Miles Points and NBK Rewards Points to compen-
sate them for the safety measures taken during the crisis
to keep our customers’ safe in line with the instructions
of the concerned authorities.”

Al-Othman concluded by expressing his happiness
with resuming Al-Jawhara regular draws after complet-
ing the postponed draws. He stressed on NBK’s strive to
keep customers safe which is a top priority, as reflected
in all measures and efforts made throughout the crisis,
and further demonstrate its keenness to put customers’
interest at the top of its endeavors and efforts through-
out its history. 

Since 2012, NBK has rewarded loyal customers with
a total worth of prizes amounting KD 2,200,000 in the
weekly, monthly, and quarterly Al-Jawhara draws. Al-
Jawhara Account gives customers the opportunity to
enter draws and win prizes of KD 5,000 weekly, and KD
125,000 monthly as well as the grand prize of KD
250,000 quarterly. Every KD 50 deposited into Al-
Jawhara Account gives customers a chance to be one the
next lucky winners, and if no withdrawal or transfers
occur on the account during the required period, cus-
tomers will receive an additional chance to enter the
draw for every KD 50 held in the account, doubling their
chance to win. NBK strives to provide a variety of offers,
rewards and prizes all year round, which are customized
to meet the interests of all customers, in addition to pro-
viding them with first-class banking services that are
highly advanced and secure.

Mohammed Al-Othman

KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of
Kuwait  (CBK) announced the
names of the Najma Account week-
ly and the ‘Your Salary & More’
winners in the presence of MOCI
representatives, Anam Al-Fadhli
and Mashael Al-Rasheedi. The win-
ner of Al-Najma account weekly
draw was Ahmed Salman Al-
Shemali, who won KD 5,000 cash
and the winner of the Your Salary
& More campaign was Maha Hadi
Al-Namshan.  

In addition, CBK explained that Al-
Najma Account offers the largest dai-
ly award in Kuwait of KD 5,000, a
monthly KD 20,000 award, a biannual
KD 500,000 award and the Guinness
World Record’s  largest annual award
of KD 1.5 million. 

CBK statement added that partici-
pants could open the account by
depositing a minimum of KD 500 to

enter all draws and each KD 25 enti-
tles account holder to an entry in daily
draws after a week as of deposit and
in mega draws after 3 months of
deposit. “The more sums deposited,
the bigger chances account holders
will have to win one of the awards”,
the statement underlined. 

Further, CBK statement explained
that the ‘Your Salary & More’ cam-
paign is open to Kuwaiti employees
with minimum KD 500 salaries who
would  enjoy getting instant cash gifts
of up to KD 500 or interest free loans
up to KD 10,000 in addition to enter-
ing weekly draws to win amounts
equal to holders’ monthly salaries.
Participants will also get 5-year valid
Visa Signature cards free of charge
with up to 3 per cent cash back, E-
gov. cards as well as enjoy CBK’s cre-
ative payment and transfer solutions
using T-Pay service. 

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held three of its
postponed Al-Danah weekly draws on 5th
July 2020, and announced the names of the
winners for the period of 5 - 30 April
2020, in addition to last week’s winners
(from 28 June - 2 July 2020). The Al-Danah
weekly draw consists of five winners who
receive KD 1,000 each.

The winners for the week of 5 - 9 April
2020 are:   
• Moza Abdullah Eid Al-Dehani
• Rami Hisham Mohammad Jaber
• Jasem Mohammad Abdullah Alostad
• Tahir Hussain Bul Bul
Salem Abduljabbar Alnaibari

The winners for the week of 19 - 23
April 2020 are:   
• Lafi Naser Fahad Al-Mutairi
• Sharefa Aifan Sultan Jarboa
• Duaa Abdulsatar Mohammad

Behbehani
• Abdulmotleb Abas Waznah
• Khuloud Ibraheem Hussain Albahrani

The winners for the week of 26 - 30
April 2020 are:   
• Jeowallah  Mohammed Hakeem
• Farid Anabtawi
• Abdulmajeed Esmaeel Neamat Alla

Mogadam
Ali Adel Mohammed Al-Matrook
• Sharan Nornha Noronha

The winners for the week of 28 June - 2
July 2020 are:   
• Hasan Hashem Sayed Hussain

Almousawi
• Amal Khalaf Saad Alanezi
• Khaled Abdulnabi Awadh Behbehani
• Jehad Hamdi Al-Hareeri
• Waleed Khaled Al-Rasheedi

Al-Danah is now offering its biggest
prize yet, with an annual draw prize of KD
1,500,000. The annual draw will be held
on 14 January 2021, and the last chance to
deposit into an Al-Danah account to par-
ticipate is 30 September 2020.

Gulf Bank encourages customers to

increase their chances of winning with Al
Danah by depositing more into their Gulf
Bank accounts using the new ePay (Self-
Pay) service, which is available on Gulf
Bank’s online and mobile banking services.

Al-Danah offers a number of unique
services to customers, including the Al
Danah Deposit Only ATM card, which
allows account holders to deposit money
into their accounts at their convenience.
Account holders can also calculate their
chances of winning the draws through the
‘Al Danah Chances’ calculator available on
the Gulf Bank website and app.
Furthermore, loyal Al Danah customers are
rewarded with loyalty chances. Loyalty
chances are the total chances accumulated
from the previous year, which are added to
the customer’s chances the following year.
Therefore, the total chances earned by Al
Danah customers in 2019, have been
added to their 2020 chances, and the same
process will take place in 2021, and so on. 

stc participates 
in 5G MENA 
Conference
KUWAIT: Kuwait Telecommunications Company -
stc, a world-class digital leader providing innovative
services and platforms to customers, enabling the
digital transformation in Kuwait, confirmed that the
Kuwaiti telecom market is a highly challenging and
evolving market with an increasing demand for 5G
services and digital solutions across a large seg-
ment of customers, both individuals and corporates.

During the 5G MENA virtual conference, stc
showcased the continuous evolution in its networks
through the adoption of new technologies injected
into modern communication platforms. These devel-
opments have triggered a quantum leap in the range
of telecom solutions offered by stc to its customers,
providing a unique and unrivaled experience
through integrated platforms that utilize the latest
digital technology.

During his segment, Engineer Ahmed Al-Sherif,
General Manager of Networks at stc, elaborated on
the company’s extensive strategy to tap into new
digital realms and calibrate its operations to expand
and maximize the greatest benefits to its customers.
The actions taken by stc to invest in innovative
technologies and apply new methods to its business
model fortified its leadership position in the region.
Al-Sherif highlighted that stc has become an indus-
try pioneer in the applications of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) and the imple-
mentation of digital platforms to enable digital
transformation in Kuwait.

Al-Sherif also added that stc’s 5G network cur-
rently covers over 90 percent of the populated
areas in Kuwait and is the first telecom company to
apply the FDD 8T8R technology on a global scale.
The technology supports on-demand multi-sector
deployments across 2G, 3G, and 4G software con-
figurations to enable convenient capacity expan-
sions to current hardware, achieving a streamlined
transition to 5G. 

As a digital pioneer in the telecom industry, stc
has achieved numerous milestones throughout its
journey. These include the Company’s leader role
amongst local operators in implementing the Mobile
Broadband (MBB) technology in Kuwait. MBB is a
communication method that includes or deals with
frequencies on a large scale, transmitting data over

wireless internet access points. In preparation for
the next phase of 5G technology, the Company is
also the first operator in the GCC to successfully
complete the real E2E 5G standalone (SA) network,
as well as expand its B2C, B2H, and B2B solutions.

stc is also considered to be one of the first global
telecom operators to implement CA & VoLTE tech-
nology, a standard high-speed wireless communica-
tion method for mobile phones and data terminals
through the LTE wireless broadband service. This
method allows high-definition voice quality to be
transmitted through data flows without depending
on the circuit-switched voice network to be in the
call path. In addition to showcasing stc’s journey,
the virtual conference included numerous sessions
covering key topics related to the industry. Digging
deeper into the technical aspect, discussions were
held by participating specialists from various sec-
tors who presented their views and experiences
based on the latest data and developments to-date,
providing the audience with a rich and informative
experience.

Aside from the informative sessions, industry
experts presented some of the more lucrative
opportunities that operators can take advantage of
due to the conditions that have evolved since the
pandemic. The ideas presented shed light on the
prominent role of digital transformation as a key
method to accelerate business growth, as well as
the automation of telecommunication services to
allow continuous growth in various sectors.

Overall, the event highlighted the pivotal role
5G technology has played in developing the tele-
com sector, introducing a new line of advanced
solutions that otherwise would have not been
attainable. Considering this breakthrough in tele-
com history, it  is worth mentioning that stc
cemented its leadership role by owning the largest
5G networks in the countries it operates in. This
allows the Company to continue providing excep-
tional services to its customers and introduce new
offerings such as artificial intelligence and machine
learning applications.

Through its participation in the virtual confer-
ence, stc emphasized that it was critical for its
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Bahrain operating com-
panies to participate, especially since the Company
is a regional digital leader in the telecom market.
The 5G MENA virtual conference allowed attend-
ing members from stc’s executive team to network
with global corporations in the telecom field, soft-
ware developers, and other experts that presented
collaborative opportunities in the interest of the
company’s regional customers. 

CBK announces Najma
Account winners

Gulf Bank holds 3 weeks of 
postponed Al-Danah draws


